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￭ To determine the indicated values of the pitch diameter (thread type: external or internal; symmetrical or asymmetrical;
multiple-start or single-start thread) ￭ To determine the optimum diameter of wires/balls (thread type: external or internal;
symmetrical or asymmetrical; multiple-start or single-start thread) Select: ￭ Measuring-wire diameter: 0 - 1mm or 0 - 6mm
(small or large, to be chosen by the user) ￭ Measuring-ball diameter: 5mm (small or large, to be chosen by the user) Adjust: ￭
Measuring-wire diameter: 1mm or 6mm (small or large, to be chosen by the user) ￭ Measuring-ball diameter: 5mm (small or
large, to be chosen by the user) Measuring: ￭ Prepare the threads by using the hole-drilling method and the wire-drilling
method; the diameter of the selected wire/ball can be freely chosen by the user. ￭ Take a measuring wire/ball of 0.5 to 0.8 mm
diameter (see note 1) and insert it into the drilled hole (attention: care must be taken that the end of the measuring wire/ball does
not protrude beyond the flanks). ￭ Remove the measuring wire/ball and record the diameter of the hole which has been reached
(see note 2). ￭ Repeat the step 2 until the selected diameter is reached. ￭ Then remove the measuring wire/ball and record the
diameter of the hole which has been reached (see note 2). ￭ Repeat the step 3 until the selected diameter is reached. ￭ The first
reading is taken as the indicated value. ￭ Repeat the steps 1 to 5 for the other individual thread diameters (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4
mm), the indicated value is determined as the average of the five values. The indicated values are calculated as the difference
between the selected diameter of wires/balls and the diameter of the drilled hole. ￭ If there is no measuring wire/ball, which fits
the hole perfectly, the drilling process has to be repeated. ￭ If there is no longer a suitable wire/ball, which fits the hole
perfectly, the previous setting will be carried over until a suitable
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￭ Set of key macros for operating the application ￭ This function allows the user to activate each macro individually, by
clicking on it in the list of key macros ￭ This function is not available for all key macros. ￭ The context of the macro is
indicated in the upper right of the window: ￭ - if macro is a key macro, it is activated for editing or for recording ￭ - if macro is
a recording macro, it is activated for editing ￭ - if macro is a macro, it is activated for editing, recording and replay Top-down
correction: ￭ Inserts/dissolves/deletes the assigned measurement field ￭ Selects the first error/dangerous value for
correction/selection ￭ Sets the type of correction (rounding of the values up/down, or determination of the most dangerous
value) ￭ Exports the results in the CSV file format ￭ Corrects the values according to their previously selected type of
correction ￭ Removes/deletes the measurement field ￭ Assigns a new measurement field ￭ Reruns the application for further
evaluation ￭ Unsaves the edited measurement field For more details please see the manual of the "Top-down correction"
function. The software supports the following parameters: ￭ type of thread: external or internal ￭ axis (work or hold) ￭ multiple
start or single start ￭ symmetrical or asymmetrical Top-down correction: ￭ inserts/dissolves/deletes the assigned measurement
field ￭ selects the first error/dangerous value for correction/selection ￭ sets the type of correction (rounding of the values
up/down, or determination of the most dangerous value) ￭ exports the results in the CSV file format ￭ corrects the values
according to their previously selected type of correction ￭ removes/deletes the measurement field ￭ assigns a new measurement
field ￭ reruns the application for further evaluation ￭ unsaves the edited measurement field For more details please see the
manual of the "Top-down correction" function. New. The procedure for taking into account the main reference marks, is the
following: 81e310abbf
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It allows the selection of the indicated values and the pitch diameter in addition to the use of iterative calculation methods for
the determination of the indicated values, pitch diameter and diameter of measuring wires or balls. QMSys THREAD-PD is
suitable for all types of threads: ￭ external and internal ￭ symmetrical and asymmetrical ￭ single-start and multiple Indicated
values and pitch diameters are determined using measuring wires or balls by Berndt's iteration formula from the publication EA
- 10/10. The correction for the measuring force is defined by Lechowski's methods. The optimum diameter of wires or balls is
calculated by the formula published in EA - 10/10. The parameters to be entered and calculated are given in the left-hand side
of the software. The following are given in the right-hand part of the appendix: ￭ measurement diagram for the selected type of
thread ￭ catalog of diameters; they are edited by using the buttons "New" and "Delete". The "Select" button selects the diameter
of wires/balls. ￭ instructions for operation QMSys THREAD-PD Description: It allows the selection of the indicated values and
the pitch diameter in addition to the use of iterative calculation methods for the determination of the indicated values, pitch
diameter and diameter of measuring wires or balls. QMSys THREAD-PD is suitable for all types of threads: ￭ external and
internal ￭ symmetrical and asymmetrical ￭ single-start and multiple Indicated values and pitch diameters are determined using
measuring wires or balls by Berndt's iteration formula from the publication EA - 10/10. The correction for the measuring force
is defined by Lechowski's methods. The optimum diameter of wires or balls is calculated by the formula published in EA 10/10. The parameters to be entered and calculated are given in the left-hand side of the software. The following are given in
the right-hand part of the appendix: ￭ measurement diagram for the selected type of thread ￭ catalog of diameters; they are
edited by using the buttons "New" and "Delete". The "Select" button selects the diameter of wires/balls. ￭ instructions for
operation QMSys THREAD-PD Description: It allows the selection of the indicated values and the pitch diameter in addition to
the
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PULSE-PLUS is a qualitative 3-D computer program developed for the analysis of thread holes. It is used for the optimization
of thread dimensions, the selection of grinding variables and the choice of operation processes. PURPOSE: The goal of the
thread design is to avoid, as far as possible, local stresses in the thread hole which are caused by local deflections, distortions or
deformations. This goal is achieved by the use of internal and external threads with radii which are as large as possible, while a
selection of different thread systems and thread numbers ensure that they can be produced economically. DESIGN: A threedimensional representation of the thread hole is used for design planning. In this way the design can be adapted to the
production by checking whether a production change causes damages or whether a change in one variable can be compensated
by changing another variable. For example, the pitch of the thread can be changed in order to change the frictional forces. A
computer simulation of the three-dimensional hole model can predict the changes in the forces if certain thread types are used
or selected and the type of production. This simulation can be checked by making measurements and conducting experiments.
GRINDING VARIABLES: According to the design the most suitable grinding variables for the following dimensions are used
in the simulation of the model: ￭ The type of thread system (external/internal) ￭ The pitch diameter of threads (interval
between 2 threads) ￭ The number of threads (interval between 2 pitch diameters) For the representation of the cutting forces
the most suitable grinding variables are used: ￭ The rotational speed ￭ The feed ￭ The grinding pressure OPTIMIZATION OF
THREAD DIMENSIONS: The thread hole is represented by a polyhedron. The polyhedron is split into regions and in each
region the thread dimensions are optimized by a conventional optimization algorithm (simplex). This algorithm is a local search
optimization algorithm. The optimization algorithm is a local search algorithm. This means that for the best result all other
options are ignored. After the desired thread dimensions have been reached, the diameter of the circle in which the polyhedron
is circumscribed can be determined. The diameter of the circle which can be obtained in this way is called the pitch diameter.
The circle which is circumscribed around the polyhedron has a diameter which is equal to the sum of the pitch diameters of the
polygon and the external thread. The polygon and the external thread are parts of the polyhedron which are located within the
contour of the thread. The contour of the thread is defined by two polygons which are the intersection of the external surface of
the polyhedron with the cutting plane. The
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System Requirements:
Windows 10 Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 3.10 GHz or AMD FX-4300 4.4 GHz Memory:
8 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 770 or AMD R9 280 (WDDM 1.5) DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet
connection required for downloading updates Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5-3470 3.
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